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Introduction
In this paper we are ooncerned with a general method of build ins i' --w algebras from a family of algebras of the same tjpe indexed by a set with a semilattice structure and recobstructing algebras by means of the defined oonstruotion.
Let; (£,*) be a (meet) semilattioe and Q a set of operation symbols having arity at least two. Then (S,*) may be con- satisfied in all (Am,Q). To use the described construction to reconstructing a multisemilattice of algebras from its multisemilattice quotient and corresponding fibres one needs such a definition that secures this property for a oonstruced algebra* One gets this by putting some additional condition on mappings 50" that generalises functoriality condition in the flip Q definition of Pionka sum* In particular, Pionka sums ars (very) special case of the construction described here.
The paper is devided into two parts. In the first section one defines and investigates extensions of Q-algebras generalising some ideas known from semigroup theory. The notion of sink (or trunk) (see [26] ) plays a crucial role in this section. Using results of the first part one defines the main construction of multisemilattice sum of algebras in section two* One investigates its properties and some special cases. The main theorem of this section reads that every multisemilattice of Q-algebras is a multisemilattice sum. Examples of applications of the construction of the multisemilattice sum in theory of semirings, bisemilattices, modes and models are then given.
As for basic facts concerning algebras the reader is referred to [1] . The notation and terminology is similar to that in [1] . An Q-algebra is denoted by (A,£2) or briefly A when there is no danger of confusion.
Finally note that the paper contains an expanded version of some material that will appear in the book [27] . Some problems of the paper were discussed with J.D.H. Smith and the final form of some definitions was proposed by him.
1. Sinks and sink extensions A subset T of an .(2-algebra A is said to be a sink or trunk if for each n-ary 0 in£, t in T and ,... »a^^,ai+1,... ,an in A and i = 1,...,n, a^. ..ai_1t"ai+1,. .aQa)e T. The notion of a sink was investigated by F.S. Poyatos [_20] . For example, {0} is a sink of the algebra (R,•) of real numbers under multiplication, and the set 2Z of even integers is a sink of the subalgebra (Z,*) of (R,*). The interior 1° »= (0,1) of the unit -212 -interval I = [o,l] is a sink of the algebra (1,1°) with infinitely many operations i., where iel°, defined by xyi 1«
(1 -i)x + iy. (See [27] , [29] , [29] ). The empty set is a sink of an algebra (A,Q) if and only if Q. does not contain any constant symbols* The set A is improper sink of an algebra (k,Si) f and all other sinks are called proper. An algebra (A ,Q) is called impermeable if it has no proper non-empty sinks. For example lattices, semigroups in irregular varieties and idempotent commutative medial quasigroups (see [9] , [ll] ) are impermeable. In semigroup theory, as well as in less known theory of distributive groupoids sinks are called (two sided) ideals, (bee ;_;l6j, L 8 !)* Sinks of (meet) semilattices are also called order ideals, initial segments, hereditary sets, down sets, lower ende and decreasing sets. Clearly every sink T of an algebra A is its subalgebra. The set T(A) of all sinks of A is a lattice with respect to the set theoretical unions and intersections. Sometimes it íb convenient to speak about Binks of an £>'-reduct (A,Í2'), where Q'czQ , of an algebra (A Such sinks are called Q' -sinks and in the case Q' = {GO} , simply co-sinks.
In some cases the notion of a sink of an algebra A is closely related to the notion of a semil&ttice replica of ... 1.1, Lemma. Let V be a regular variety of plural fi-algebras. Let A be an algebra in V and h a homomorphism of A onto its semilattice replica 1. If for each i in I, the fibre A i = h~1(i) satisfies an irregular identity, then a subset B of A is a sink of (A,Q) if and only if B -UfAjJieJ), where J is a sink of I.
Proof.
LetJbea sink of I, and B = U (A ¿ I i 6 I). Let o be n-ary operation in Q and a., e A., for-k = 1,...,n. k Then a, ...a. co e A.
. Now suppose B Is a sink of A. If a^ e A^ D B then A^B. Indeed, sinoe A^ satisfies an irregular identity, it follows that there is a binary word w(x,y) with w(x,y) • x. Hanc-j f" any t^e A^, b A » wtb^.a^, which implies that b^ B. Cox-,3-quently, B • U (A^l i e J) for sons JEI, and it la aaey t show that J is a sink of I.
1.2. Proposition* Let V be a regular variety of plural £2-algebras and A an algebra in V with s&ni-lattioe replioa I and fibres A^, iel, satisfying irragular identity. Then the lattice 1(A) of all sinks of A is ieemorpnic to the lattioe T(I) of all sinks of I.
For a in an Q-algebra A, denote by T" the least eJvk O containing a. Then evidently the relation 9,p defined v (a,b)e 9™ if and only if T a « T^ is an equivalence rala'o.on-(See [20j). If the conditions of Proposition 1.2 ara saxisfipil, then the relation 8j coincides with the least congruence of \ having as a quotient an Q-semilattiee. This holds in particular for idempotent commutative radial groupoids fron [9] and » and meet-distributive bisemilattices form [22] .
Let T be a sink of an Q-algebra A. The relation r^ defined on A by (a,b) e r^ if and only if a,be T or a * b is a congruence relation of A. It is called the Rees congruence, similarly as in semigroup theory. The quotient algebra / V^ is denoted by A/T, and called Rees quotient.
An element 0 W of an Q-algebra A is an co-zero if {o w } is an co-sink of (A,co). An element 0 of A is a zero if the eat {0} is a sink of (A,£). Note that the quotient A/T is isomorphic to the Q-algebra ((A-T) U {o} ,Q), where each n-ary co in Q is defined by { a.j..*a n co if 0 otherwise.
Since T is a sink, the r^-olass T acts as the zero of A/T. For example the set 1° is a sink of the algebra (1,1°), and the quotient 1/1° is the free semilattioe {0,1} 3L on two generators 0 and 1.
-214 -Let A be an fi-algebra 0 If T is a sink of A then A is said to be a sink extension of T by A/T 9 or briefly an extension Ox T 0 In particular, each algebra A is an extension of itself. An extension A of T is proper if A 4 T. For example, the algebra (I 9 I°) is an extension of (I°,I°) by the semilattioe {o 9 l} SIio Th® notion of a sink extension was firstly introduced in semigroup theory under the name of ideal extension» (See [16] ). The aim of this section is to generalize some ideas concerning extensions of semigroups to the case of £2-slgebras<, First note that the set of all identities that are satisfied in a proper extension 3 of an -algebra A by an Q-algebra Q with aero is oontained in the set of identities-satisfied in both A and "J« She next lemma shows that identities satisfied in E must DO regular in many cases« 1 ® 3o Lemma® Let 5 be a proper extension of an £-algebra t b? an £2°*algebra Q with zero» If Q is an idtampoteat algebra then none of-irregular identities satisfied in A and Q is satisfied in E, Proofs Let w(x.j,... The following Definition 1.4 and Theorem 1.8 below give a method of constructing new extensions of an Q-algebra A by an £2-algebra Q with zero B from an arbitrary extension of A. Sinoe the algebra A is its own extension, the theorem gives a general method for constructing extensions of arbitrary algebras.
1.4. Definition. Let (D»Q) be an extension of (ALet (Q,Q) be an algebra with zero. Dsnote Q* t= Q -{o}. Then a partial homomorphism of Q into D is a mapping <piQ*--D such that In particular, a^..«a n w = » .a n <pw for a 1 ,...,a n e Q' a 1 ...a £l w = 0 in Q. Proposition. If (Q t £2) is a non-trivial plural algebra with zero, then all identities satisfied in an extension (E,Q) of an algebra (A,Q) as in Definition 1.4 are just all regular identities satisfied in both (D,Q) and (Q,£>).
Proof
Proof, By Lem&ia 1.3, each identity holding in a proper extension of A must be regular. Let (1.9) w(x 1 ,...,x n ) = w (y-|,...,y n ) bo a (regular) identity satisfied in D and in Q. Evidently {x 1f ...,x n | = {y 1f ...,7 n }. Let a 1 ,...,a n , b 1P ...,b n eE, |a 1 ,...,a n J = |b 1 ,...,b n |. Substitute a^ for x^^ and b^ for y^ in (1.9) and consider three cases. ..a n w in E equals a^..»a c w in Q and a^..,a n w = b^...b n w'.
(ii) All a^ G* t and hence all b^e Q*, but there is a subword t of say w acting on a., with a. ...a-t =0 X 1 k k Then in Q, a 1 ) is an extension of an sXgsbra (A) and is a congruenoe of {B,Q) {»ressrvicg (A) than the quotient E/6 is also an extension of ( 1.10. La tut . iiet be aa extension of ae algebra (A,fi) and 6 a congruence of (£,Q) pi l «ei>rving Then the extension (B/&,Q) of (A,Q) is an envelope if and only if 9 is a maximal congruenoe of (S t Q) preserving (A,G).
For eaoh extension (E»Q) of an algebra (A,Q) there ie a homomorphism onto an envelope of (A,Q). In this sense, envelopes a an be considered as minimal proper extensions of (A,Q). The next theorem shows that each extension of (A,£) can be constructed from an envelope of (A,Q).
1.11. Theorem. Each extension (E,Q) of an algebra (A,PJ is induced from a partial hooomorphism <p of Q = = (E-A)U { o} into an envelope (D,Q) of (A,a) with Q*(p = D-A. [28] ). One of the major and bast known classes of bisamilattices is that of so-called diase«¿lattices or meet-distributive bisemilattiees, in which one of semilattice operations distributes over the second. (See ¡22] , [24] , [27] , [28] for the vols of Lallement sums in the thoory of dissemilattices). iUeaemilattioes play a big role in the theory of modes and aodala ( [27] , [28] , [29] ). A mode is an idempotent and entropic algebra. An algebra (A.©) is antropio if for each n-ary a> in ¿2 the mapping« :(A n .Q)--(A.Q) -is an Q-homomorphism. (One uses also different names as for example medial or abelian for this property). Perhaps the most interesting modes are CIM-groupoide (i.e. idsmpotent commutative medial groupoids) of Jezek and Kepka ( [9], [10] , [11] , [12] ) and barycentrio algebras. Prom the description of the variety of CIM-groupoids in [12] , Thm. 6 ic [2 j saying that each irregular CIM-groupoid is a quasigroups, and results of Pl^nka ( [17] and [19] ) it follows that each groupoid in a non-trivial regular subvariety of the variety of all CBi-groupoida is the Honka sum of qua3igroups. 
2.10« Proposition.
A coherent sum (A,Q) satisfies all the regular identities satisfied by each of the extensions (E m ,£2).
Proof* Using Proposition 2.8, the proof is exactly analogous to the proof of Pionka's theorem [l7] that Pionka sums satisfy regular identities satisfied by each of the fibres.
The following corollary generalises Pionka's theorem. 2.11. Corollary. The identities satisfied by a strict coherent sum over a non-trivial (multi-) semilattice are precisely the regular identities satisfied by each of the fibres.
Coherent m¿ltisemilattice sums can be described also by means of eo.;e ¡mbdirect products. Let (A,Q) be an algebra and 0 3i3 element not contained in A. Then (AU{o},Q), where 0 acts b& the zero, i-also well defined Q-algebra and satisfies the same regular identities as (A,Q). 
